My Quest For Perfection
…of my doing or

In Christ ?

The subject of perfection interrelates to many emotional issues
that I have been examining within myself for some time.
My self awareness leads me to look closely at
my feelings, how they translate into
my thoughts, words, actions
and exercising of will.

Pondering and deep thought is how I am able to learn.
Appling The Scriptures and the many things
The Lord My Rabbi teaches me
that are True comes by
by living it out.

That is to say that the mere knowledge of words
and thoughts are not strong enough to
make them a living reality nor
of living wisdom.

The heart plays a crucial role and the
the central role in wisdom
that is believed.

For that which is believed in the heart becomes either
darkness or Light from which comes forth
living words and actions that
reflect one or the
other.
What we speak is what the heart truly believes.
I have learned more about my heart
by listening to my words
that I speak.

I have been given the knowing of what is right and
what is wrong translating to what is
righteous and what is
wicked.

So in my many observations of myself I have gained
the insight that what I do that is dark
has been all the more
prevalent.

While my mind knows the difference and the fact
that I would prefer what is righteous,
I should be able to choose
the behavior that
is good.

Yet within this I find the greatest paradox…
Though I seek to do good I find
myself doing evil.

It is this paradox that has often perplexed me in
my life experience that shows me that
when I have trusted in people
they too do evil.

One of my greatest problems was that I was so
fixated on what they had done to me
that I quickly lost sight
of what I do.
Was their evil greater than my own or are we all
plagued with a gross lack of proper
understanding of the
drivers ?

Evil is evil and cannot be justified within
the heart for justification is as
darkness that clouds
the heart.

Yet in our world we find countless and innumerable
examples of the two-sidedness of the
heart that manages to blur
the line between
good and
evil.

Furthermore, it is evil that has been so manipulated in its
true meaning and as a driver in our society
that we find evil becoming more
and more acceptable.

We are manipulated in the wake
of evil’s redefining
of itself !
Acceptability of rampant evil quickly erodes away
sensibility leaving us with the insane notion
that meaning well somehow softens
the destruction in its path.
The intentions were good, they just went
about it in the wrong way.

Or the contention that evil as a driver does not exist
has further diminished our understanding
of where wickedness comes from
and why we do what we
find ourselves
doing.

Then the varying degrees of evil done
become as a determiner of
who is better than
another.

So what am I left with if the world has given me only
mixed and confusing signals, examples and
lessons that in themselves are
very wrong and evil is
confusion.

Not knowing The Light of Christ I was left
with what the world was teaching
me while failing in all
my lessons.
The reality became disturbingly real to me as I fell
further and further into a very dark well
filled with more darkness
and less light.

So what is this all about ?
Well it has everything to do with man’s quest for
perfection of himself and the world
around him in which he
finds himself.

Adopted social philosophies and ways of
thinking are adopted in order
that we fit it to the
picture.

Rather than taking a good look at how we do not
fit into the picture we go head first
diving into the shallows
of falsities.

In order to become honest and truthful we must
become good observers of what is
happening around us
and within
us.

The problem is that if we are left with what the world deems
the righteous path to follow then if we choose
not to follow then we are judged
as not fitting into the
equation.
Peer pressure is a great example of what we do in order to
fit into the world around us by bowing to the will
of others in order to feel accepted in.

Being a man that just did not fit in no matter how
hard I tried to please everyone was
destroying me more every
day that I kept
trying.

There simply was no good role for me to play
and I was tiring under the rejection
from others and the self
worth declining
within.
My decline was as a heavy sand storm that
kept blowing and eroding me
away in its path.

This was the desert, the world was my desert
and yet it was to serve as my home
while slowly withering
away in its
wake.
My quest for perfection had become chasing
“ The Societal Dreams. “

Life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness had
many stores within which to shop
for these aspirations
and dreams.
Well dressed was the den of iniquity that invited
me to come in to sample the wares.

Beautifully packaged are the comforts that
are to bring us our happiness
and our freedom.
Financial freedom is at the core of the dream…
with financial gain and stability we
surely can be happy.

So with all my energy I plunged into the struggle to
be happy by being successful and
achieving the dream
laid out.

The reality was that the dream was laying me out
as a living sacrifice for achieving it and it
brought no happiness forth.

For some reason I was not allowed to fool
myself indefinitely while deep in
the trenches of my urban
warfare to win the
battle for
life.

The some reason was The Lord operating in the background
as He had not captured my foreground nor had my
attention in any way shape or form as
I knew Him not.
So it was all about me and not Him from my perspective
but according to the Grace of His Working
in the foreground actually of
my existence.

So despite myself The Lord was busy at work watching
over me and deciding everything…how far
a could run, at what speed
and the price.

For The Lord upholds all that He has established
that is good and just to the price for
my excursions into the
wrong places.

Therefore I reaped a measure of consequences
deemed appropriate in God’s Sight
according to His Knowing
that I understood
nothing !

What God Allows God Allows According To

His Grace As He Is
His Grace.
Amen.

A King that is King of Kings knows how to manage
His Kingdom including the knave that
has not yet met his King.

Who knows The Mind and Supreme Will
of a Lord that is Lord of Lords
lest the subject knows

Of His True Lordship.
One only has to look back in time to see how
The Lord decided to what degree
some would suffer and die
and

who He would spare despite their deserving
the same fate as the others to meet

His Greater Purposes.

The Lord’s Vision is The Greater Vision !!!
Empty is a life that enters into the game of
winning and losing in the sight of
others and according
to their vision.
At the end of the long day that was my life and up to then
I found myself the loser in the equation
of achieving the dream.

Sad was a life that found only work and the pursuits
of happiness while the true happiness that
love should have provide me with
eluded me at every turn.
Confused becomes the love starved heart that
is left with darkness when the false
light of accomplishment
fades away.

Not knowing anything about The True Heaven
I was taught that we can make heaven
on earth through by being
comfortable.

The world has its own definition of perfection…
the perfect this or that, the perfect
that and the perfect this…

The dream becomes the perfection
that absorbs ones efforts
and full attention.

The dream becomes the driver as we
grip the steering wheel to
go the distance…
go for the
ride.
The dream has a will of it’s own and so I bowed
my will to the enticements. And
perceived benefits.

The dream makes many promises that if you
do as it instructs you surely will not
fail and arrive safely at it’s
false destination.

Not knowing Jesus Christ the dream and its
desires became the vessel of choice
and that vessel was headed
for total destruction.
Perfection is of God And His Kingdom that is

The Kingdom of Heaven.
The utopia I envisioned and sought was
the perfect mental distortion
of Perfection itself.

This Perfection was blurred by the world that teaches
you can make your own heaven on earth…
all you have to do is this, invest
in that or buy this
so I did !
We cannot make heaven on earth in this way and
these ways are flawed and imperfect
at best while claiming to
be otherwise.

I had become a willing slave to a market economy...
The market that sells economies of flesh.
Flesh driving the economy and
flesh buying and selling
flesh in the
market.
Flesh by the pound at inflated prices
sold as fine product and
a great deal.

The selling of one’s soul at any price
is never a good deal.

The earthly vessel I had climbed into had finally
come to a complete stop leaving me
alone with the wreck
I had become.

I thank The Lord for allowing my ship to crash hard
even though I felt that it was the end of
my world it was a merciful act
that would change
my path.

It is far better to crash along the way and come to
a complete stop than to die reaching its
final destination which is at the
end of the henchman’s
noose around
my neck !
My insatiable desire to be transformed in

The Truth Of The Lord
translates into these matters of…

How The Lord sees me vs. How I see myself.
To share the Light Of Truth I must first have a
transformation, living understanding thereof.

The Lord’s Granting of freedom vs. my own flesh trappings.
The Lord’s Deeming me fit for reward deserved
Vs.

my own sense of unworthiness that
would deny me of receiving of

The Promises The Lord Makes And That He
would have me receive.
These are the battles I must fight in order to be a voice
of truth, of reason, wisdom, knowledge
and understanding for others…
The voice that The Lord
Has Called me to be.
My own struggle recently has been that I know that
I am imperfect yet The Lord wants to hear

my voice into the world in witnessing,
sharing of Words from The Lord,
to sing songs that bring Light
and be an unencumbered
vessel unto My Lord
free of resistance
from within
myself.

As I looked back at these years The Lord Has Given me
the opportunity to write, sing and minister of The
Truth to the blind and afflicted according
To The Gospel of Christ Jesus

And while doing so I have run into those that…
See that I am Guided By The Holy Spirit in all matters
and open my heart fully to The Holy Spirit in order
to bring only the finest of wine to the ears
of God’s precious children…

Take the nourishment as a temporary drink and
then stop frequenting The Well of Life
to return unto old ways of bondage
to the world and it’s drivers.
I just do not want to go that deep or really
look at myself in the mirror that

The Lord And The Living Word of God
provides me with...they are saying…
My knowledge is sufficient unto Life Eternal.

Who are you to speak these things they will say ?

I reject you because you do not attend church.
I reject you because you do not submit to the authority of
a church or you are not under the covering
of a church they say !
I say to them…

I am in The True Church of The Lord !
I am a True follower of The Lord !
I am a servant of The Lord !

The Light of His Lampstand, my Light…

The Lord Jesus Christ, Yah’shua
is darkness to them.
And in their darkness I say to them that
it is their light that is fading

yet they love their
darkness
more

Than His Light !

If My Lord Came tomorrow they would not
know Him and they would reject

The Son of God Himself !

As it was then, so it is now I say !
Those that reject the gift He Offers do so as it conflicts
too much, too greatly with what they have learned
or been taught in their walk in the world.

The Lord Is Reminding me now of many things…
That Truth is a seed that is planted that only He
can water according to their individual
alignment of will for more rather

than settling for less.

The News Of Me Is Good And Pleasing
to those who acknowledge their poverty, that are humble
dearly thirsting for all that I have to offer them from

My Well That Is Deep !!!
The News Of Me is not good and pleasing to those
that believe they are rich and well satisfied with
the drink of pride, independence and zeal.

But My son I have called you speak of

The Good News Of Me
once more into and across the earth to
a world that is in dire need of

My Light And Truth.
Remember that I too Had And Brought

The Good News Of
My Kingdom of Heaven
And of My Father
that some accepted and many rejected
due to the discomfort that

My Light
brings.

In these things that you ponder so deeply you are learning.
In these things you do you are sharing in My sufferings.
In these things you seek to Uplift My Name.
In these things do My Will And Mine Alone.

Fear not and boldly speak according to
the measure of truth, knowledge,
wisdom and understanding
I Have Given you from
above and that

I Feed you from above for it is

The Bread
you pray for !

Share The Bread That Is Life.
Share My Body that I share with you.
Hold back no Bread and hold back no
Living Water from the needy.

Minister repentance that is worthy of

My Blood shed for them.

Remember not to cast pearls before swine
using the measure of discernment
I Granted you from

My High Place.

Continue to serve as My vessel who yields
mind, body, spirit, will and heart

Unto My Will That Is Greater
And I Will Raise

you up in the sight of My and thus your
true brethren of The Faith !
So know that you are not perfect but your
vessel yielded is as a cup

That I Fill With My Light…
That you may reflect

I That Am The Perfect One.
Share The Light of My Perfection freely
as I have given it to you freely.

Hide it not under the basket of your contemplation !
Change it not in any way, shape or form.

Invite the people to think and
to ponder My Word
and to love

My Truth…

This Is My Covenant with you and
This Is My Covenant with those that bow
as you have bowed !

Go Forth as My disciple bowing
to no one and nothing for

My Name’s Sake
And I Will Grant you entrance

Into My City Of Light
That Cometh.

…A Gracious Word From The Lord
I thank You Oh Lord for the flow

Of Truth From Your Well That Is Deep
for a tired and thirsty man,
a fervent follower of

You That Are The Way.

You Are Not the path of least resistance.
You Are The Way that is straight,
straightening my crooked path.

You are truly all that I want and
all that I need…Amen.
Be encouraged my brethren in The Lord Who is with us and
The Lord Who is for us that are for Him…Amen.

The Lord Has Spoken to me saying that if I alter
The Truth that He Gives me By His Spirit
then it would be as my poisoning that
which is pure and it is far better
to offer pure drink than
to offer you of the
adulterated
potions.

He Reminds me that it has been man and institutions
that have altered the flow of that which is Holy
into a compromise that enables sin rather
than bringing sin out into the open
for all to see and all to witness
the repentance thereof.

The time we find ourselves in is as the time when

Jesus Himself Came to confront
His adversaries born of
traditions.

Blind they are as they were then !
Their pride deceives them !

Sayeth The Lord

The Holy High Priest
to the priesthood of
the world !

I Speak to you that are gentiles that have
left Me and have backslid down
the slippery slope of
rejection !

I have not abandoned you yet you
abandon My Precepts,

Dictates And
Will !

You live and act as in the time of My prophet
Hosea who spoke according to

My Command And My Will
to My Israel regarding their
conduct that was
of evil.

Think ye not too highly of yourselves
that are so foolish as to believe
that that which I Spoke to
them applies not
to you !
You act as though they are My people
and you are not governed under

The Same God Now As Then ?
…While setting up your
own governing
bodies !

Verily, Verily, Verily
I Say that your time will quickly come to an end !
It is already so as I Have Commanded It !

Repent
Repent
Repent
I Say to you here and now !

Listen, Heed
And Do

As I Have Instructed !!!
Your Lord Has Spoken !!!!
The Lord took me to The Book of Hosea just before
The Word that was Spoken of The Lord Came !

The search and quest for perfection is much like
those in search of The Holy Grail,
running from here to there,
from there to here
finding no
prize..
And if they found it would they be Holy or
closer yet to Holiness…indeed not !

Such aimless endeavor leaves no room for guidance.
Such aimless running leaves us with a hungry
heart and famished spirit that is not
well satisfied at the end
of the journey.

To find perfection in the world is surely fruitless.
The quest to demonstrate perfection
in one’s own ways is surely
not a path well lit
nor unto

God The Father.

I often say in reference to this subject of perfection
“ I am not perfect but every day
I get a little closer.”

What I mean by this and now understand
is that as I come closer to

Yah’shua, Christ Jesus
I come closer to

The Light Of His Perfection,
closer to

He That Is Sacred
And Holy
Amen !

I accomplish this through battle against my flesh.
I do this by taking captive my mind that has
lead me astray so many times before.
I do this by being fully aware at all times of those things that
are of my flesh and thus my will, fighting agonizingly
against all that would tear me away from

My Lord And His Holy Will.

I do this by seeking His Will Above mine in all things.
I do this because I love The Lord more than I
can possibly love myself as He Has
Loved me despite myself,
despite my many
shortcomings.

And when I have erred and when I have not
yielded to do His Will above mine
I return to His Altar and
pray to Him…

Thy Will Be Done not mine oh Lord.
I recognized that it is by bearing all of me to The Light
that more and more darkness is removed,
that I might come closer to

The Light That Is Both Perfect
And My Safe Harbor…

I cannot build, nor can I create a safe harbor for myself
away from the world and the evil around me
nor the evil one lurking about.
Though I tried to build my shelter
it was not a shelter unto me.

Beauty is in the eye of the beholder who beholds

The Perfection of The Lord.
Being perfect of oneself is only
perfect in the eye that
measures only
short…

It is the log that hinders the eye of sight !
One’s own efforts are vain at best when it comes to truly
understanding where and in what perfection lies.

It is liken to making the perfect salad of one’s own hand
and placing it into a dirty bowl or a broken vessel.
The salad will wilt in time and the vessel
is unable to preserve it’s beauty.

It is also how many seek to perfect themselves in

The Sight Of The Lord through their
good works according to their need
for acceptance and freedom
while sinking deep into
the darkness of
iniquity.

The Word of God bears witness to Truth !
Know that works of the flesh that are far outside

The Will of The Lord
do not comprise a set of steps that
get one closer to

He That Is Perfection !
The mere attempt to reach high places of one’s own devices,
seeking to gain favor in the Sight of The Lord
by doing what we think is

Good And Right
is error itself.
The quest to create an environment around oneself
…the perfect lair to lie down in one’s zealous
seeking for safety and comfort.
My apartment is a great example of how the proper
decorating and cleanliness in my sight
was how I would create the

perfectly safe place,
the perfect
lair.

A broad subject at best is my personal quest for perfection but
I choose to go the direction of perfection according
to an enlightened view granted me over time
of The Lord Himself by being a
witness that is blessed
to see from

His True And Proper Perspective.
“I live my life with the desire to be a good person”
and this will suffice

In The Sight of God
is something I hear spoken quite often and is
a teaching that is widely sown.

To be the best judge of oneself is surely not a teaching of

The Lord That Is The Only True Judge.
That in my opinion I do good and therefore I am good is
a reflection of the flesh wishing to raise itself
as a tower of good works that would
in some way reach passed
the clouds of the
earth

To The High Place Of The Lord
In His Kingdom Of Heaven.

Let us remember that those that seek to build high towers and
false dwelling places are not viewed kindly of The Lord.

The towers that try to raise themselves too high will
crumble into dust falling back to earth
into a pile of rubble !

…Sayeth The Lord
Nor does one find in the history of The

Word

show favor granted to those that view their
self appointed works as Godly
in the eyes of their minds
and in the sight
of others

When It Does Not Serve God’s Purposes !

The Lord Asks us to leave behind the ways of our past to live
a new life In Christ According To His Ways
That Are Truly Good And Right

In The Sight of His And Our Father
with the purest of motivation which is to know
and do the good and pleasing

Will of God The Father.

What is a good person and

Who Is The Authority regarding goodness?
First And Foremost

The Lord Christ Jesus, Yah’shua
Is The Only Authority…Amen.
Secondly

In Both Words And Actions

Christ Jesus Demonstrated
Yah’shua Demonstrated
He Was Sinless And Perfect
In All Things…Amen.
Third

Christ Jesus, Yah’shua
Laid Down His Life And Was
The Perfect Sacrifice…Amen.

We are neither perfect nor motivated in

The Holy And Pure Ways
finding ourselves subject to and under the

The Grace of The Lord
that was, is and always shall be

of favor unmerited !

I thank The

Lord For His Mercy that is

to lead us to repent and lead us closer
toward merited favor in

His Holiest of Sight.
Oh Lord may I only witness and surely not know
the gnashing of teeth and the agonies

You say are coming to those who call
themselves believers and
surely are not.

Lord release me from any false bondage under
which I am compelled to please those
that are not pleasing to

You !

I seek only to be perfected as a vessel and
a servant that is pleasing unto

You The Most High God !
I lower myself and raise my faith toward heaven to

Jesus Who Is My Lord
Who Will Perfect
my faith and my vessel…Amen !

So I ask you…

If In Christ Jesus Is The Only Perfection…
The Only Goodness And The Only
Righteousness And He

Is The Only One That Father God
Can Look Upon Finding
no impure thing…
How do we properly reach up toward True Perfection
as opposed to our futile efforts of demonstrating
our goodness, our righteousness and
our greatness to Him ?

The answer is in our recognition that we are found lacking much
and fumble around in the dark looking for a match to light
a candle of wax that will burn brightly and endure.

There Is But One True Light
Sayeth The Lord

Be the candle that I Myself Light.
Be as a torch and of My Light
that cannot be extinguished !
The answer is we cannot do this of our own desire or

of wantonness to do what we do that we might assume we have

The Holy God Of Israel’s Favor !
True favor is earned and granted… Not to
be assumed or bought in this way.

In Fact…

The Father Raised The Son To

The Highest of Places
With The Desire that all come to Him

Through The Son And The Son Alone.

There are so many mysteries that surround our

Loving God In The Highest.
Yet He Has Revealed
so very much through

His prophets,
His leaders
His chosen ones

and through

He Who Came That
Is Above All As King
Seated on The Throne.
Seated at The Mercy Seat.
Let us remember and ponder The Scripture
“ Many are called, few are chosen. “

So with all of this said…

How do we truly approach The True Perfection
that we cannot be in and of ourselves?

The answer is simple yet our flesh wages war against

all that is required to step closer toward

Our Lord And God That Is
Perfection, Holiness and Goodness Itself.
What I am saying is that our never ending, never ceasing
quest should be to present ourselves worthy of

His Audience… And His
SOVEREIGNTY !
We must do all to stop bowing to darkness, sin
and those things deemed evil by our

ignoring it and allowing it
to continue on

In His Sight !!!
May we be accountable only to The Lord and not to
the world and the prince that rules it…Amen.

The Lord Showed me long ago that there are
four things He Asks of Israel…

To Bow, To Yield, To Obey
And Then To Serve.
The first step is the most difficult as it requires that we search
out and ponder our conduct and then

BEFORE GOD

He That Is Perfect, Sees And
Knows All Things.
repent, repent and repent.
Remember that

Only God Forgives And Absolves
His children of their sins !!!
Not any man in the earth…Amen !

It requires that we lament, lament and lament.
It requires a full living surrender that
is lasting, that will endure.

It requires the admission that we serve ourselves.

It requires that we admit that we have served another.
It requires that we look at how we have served evil !
It requires that we not hide such servitude that
is not to Our Lord, rather another.

Though such conduct is shameful it is worthy of My forgiveness
through a deep heart understanding of the error
of one’s ways that come against

Me And My Father
and if the conduct is

offered up as a sacrifice brought
forth by one of a humble
and contrite spirit

Before My Seat Of Mercy
to be forgiven and cleansed then he will become
a perfected vessel for My Perfection.

But know this My children…
I cannot dwell with you in your darkness that you
keep concealed and keep hidden…

I AM
Of

The Purest Of Light.
No One And No Thing Escapes

Mine Eyes That Are
Ablaze With

Fire
!!!!

…Sayeth The Lord of

The Day of Days
that cometh !!!

Know that bowing in The Presence of The Lord
is our service that is surrendered in humility and in
our service we keep sacred and preserve

The Truth that is granted us…

Before Him…He Who Is
The Light Of Our Truth.
We are the candle that is lit according to our
humble servitude in bowing to

He That Is The Servant Unto All.
Ought we not bow low in humility bringing
our hearts to bear before

He That Is Lowly of Heart ?

Is it not faith that rises above the darkness that reaches

He That Is The Perfector of our faith ?

It is far better to lay down our many quests for the

this and that we have seeked in the world !
We must seek to hear and do all to search out

The Desires And Will
Of God Through The Son !!!

It is In Christ Jesus that we truly live,
It is In Christ Jesus that we
find our next breath and
our freedom.

Let us lay down our false crowns

Before Him And At His Feet…

Before The Lord of Lords
And The

King Of Kings
At His Holy Feet !
…in favor of a crown that Christ Jesus
Can Bestow Upon us and Place Upon our heads...

A Crown of Life From He That
Bore A Crown of Thorns

Suffering the whole of affliction, of sin
and hatred and distain !

Selah…
Ponder these things in silence.

…sayeth The Lord
…sayeth The Lamb Of God.

The desire we commonly have is to be loved and accepted.
The problem with the search for these things in the
world is that they are not to be found.

They can Only be found with God.
John said in so many ways that it is

Only God’s Love That Is Perfect And
Only His Love Drives out all fear.
It is our fear that leads us easily astray in the many
wrong directions believing they are right.

The flesh justifies itself in all that it seeks.
Yet the flesh is not perfect and it cannot

redeem, perfect or sanctify itself
lest it believe that it is god.

Thus the flesh knows only self-righteousness
and is full of contempt and deceit.

Perfection is not reached, rather, perfection is approached
as the something much greater than ourselves that
cannot be attained by simply speaking it
or willing it so of a wanton flesh.

Greater Is He that is in me than he that is of the world.
Greater Is He that is reflected in me than the me
that was of this world, tainted of this world
and surely in no way great.

In the sight of these Truths our flesh would say…

Stand aside Lord as I need my right of way
and when my way is in error I may or

I may not come to You
in my time of trouble.

Some things I will admit and others I will not.
And Lord please do not disrupt my life with
too much Of Your Truth as surely
my flesh will revolt with great
discomfort leaving me
to hang in this
my gap
…the gap I fed through my many sins against Thee and others.
…the gap I fed with uncontrolled desires and my wanting.

…the gap I fed in my communion with the world.
…the gap I fed in my marriage to the world.

…the gap I fed through my error.

I thank you Lord that

Thou Art Merciful
That You Offer To us Your Wisdom,
That You Bring The Perfection of Your Presence
to offer us a way across a gap that I know
not the depth or breadth of…
I must trust that

You Know The Depth
of my valley and You Encourage me

to keep going and
to keep moving forward !!!!

My flesh would rather I die than be free.
My flesh would rather run and
hide in the darkness.
I thank You Lord

That Your Light Is Brighter
and that darkness cannot cross a line
where You draw the line
that cannot be
crossed.

I thank You Lord That You Are

The Bridge That Is Perfect
that would offer the way across this breech
of our deep divide and lead us
through our deepest
valley of death

Unto Life Eternal…
We that are imperfect seek to bathe In Your Perfection,
we that seek to be cleansed and free of stains.
we who wish to leave the world behind
and will not look back seek

to praise Your Holy Name,

Our God In The Highest.
Amen, Amen and Amen.
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Please know that The Lord has Instructed me not to speak of
Yielding, Obeying and Serving that we might first focus on

…finding the deep place of bowing in humility before Our Lord And King..

The Only Perfection there is…

Is Knowing Gods Perfect Will And Doing

God’s Most Perfect Will !

Then we are the Perfect vessel that mirrors

The Image we were Made In That Is Perfection Itself !

From The Scriptures
Matthew 5:48…

You, therefore, must be perfect
[ …growing into complete maturity
of godliness
in mind and character,
having reached
the proper height
of virtue and integrity… ],

As Your Heavenly Father Is Perfect !!!
So is it possible to be perfected…Yes !

Yes…In Christ, In Yah’shua
All things are possible !

I Was Conceived And Made In…

The Perfect Image Of The Father.
In Jesus Christ I am perfected by faith and
He Restores my innocence that
I may be as the perfect child

He Himself Made
in the beginning
…Amen.
.
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Then I may return unto My Father In Heaven.
Then I am prepared to enter

His Kingdom !
.
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